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CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is
printed on demand. Paperback. 112 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.3in.Hot Rod Hot Dogs is
set in a restaurant in the town of Blakesville, California, circa 1958. The owner of the restaurant,
Mimi Nawrocki, is in danger of losing her business if the drag strip across the street gets closed
down by Mr. Benson, the corrupt deputy mayor of the town. Swenson has convinced Mayor Tyrone
J. Meane that the town needs to convert the real estate currently being wasted by the drag strip into
a new, much more lucrative, golf course. The kids who race at the strip would be forced to drag race
in unsafe areas, such as in the streets of town or in the nearby desert. Betty Jean Dale, one of the
teens that hang out at Hot Rod Hot Dogs, is very upset to hear that the strip and restaurant could be
shut down. Betty Jeans father, Tom Dale, is the architect who designed the drag strip and got the
town to approve it, against the deputy mayors wishes. Tom argues with Swenson and tries to
convince the local police, headed by longtime...
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ReviewsReviews

This type of publication is every thing and got me to seeking in advance plus more. I was able to comprehended every thing out of this created e ebook. I
am easily could possibly get a satisfaction of reading a created ebook.
-- Sonya Koss-- Sonya Koss

It in one of my favorite book. Sure, it is actually engage in, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. I am happy to let you know that this is
basically the finest book i have got study inside my very own existence and might be he finest publication for ever.
-- Randal Reinger-- Randal Reinger
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